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IMAGINARY

domains at full sail, with an inborn talent, a prodigious memory and an
enviable dexterity in handling the language. What we deal with here is a
case of clear paradox: his literary nature, abundant and original meets,
somewhere in the abyss of the human being or even at its rational surface, a
fully assumed culture, assimilated with certain livresque devotion. The

speaking, from the collision between the feeling and the idea, thoughts and
affects, from the coincidence of the contraries.  

The shine off taking verve of the poet, his capacity and desire to
counteract the pre-established models becomes very evident in Poeme de
amor (1983) (Love poems). Performing a short review, we might say that, 
in time, the eros was conceived in a poetic grid, in two opposite instances. 
First of all would be the erotic poetry introduced by the troubadours, as
instances of feeling limits, of representing the man in ceremonial postures
of adoring and humiliation, of declaiming the affect in tonalities of exalted
effusion. Much later, a certain reaction to this tradition imposed image
appears, reaction that would lead to modern and postmodern poets go
through a process of demitisation or re-writing the erotic feeling in the
parody grid; this feeling is no longer evaluated in superlative-inflationist
terms, but it is integrated into a new axiological code, feelings discovering
a counterpart in the intellectual that sets the limits and makes them be
rational, thus perceived in a reticent and circumspect manner by the (more)
critic eye of the poet. Therefore, love is not transcripted in the solemn
register but in the imaginative-ironic grid, evidently, with parody marks

-
-

What we are dealing here with is, undoubtedly, a situation of de-
mitisation of the feeling and the loved woman, in a language of clearly
sought prosiness, where the word sounds brutally correct and the
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collocations derived from different semantic spheres make us think of
Arghezi; this embodiment of the lively by means of a mechanic element
leads to ironic and parody elements, as it appears in the following stanzas
of an inexhaustible lexical power, amplified by the intertextual insertions, 
that aim to show that worldly life is nothing else than a comedy of the text:

- - -ai risipit
bolovani

- -
advocat, mare prop

mi-e sete de tine, mi-
vitrine/ ia- -
postmodern poet, is more like a comedy of the word than a pure feeling, a
parody halo effect of the language than a psychologically traced affect. The
same applies to the transplants of archaic terms or argot elements that help

iubim per tujur/ ca

-te, ambetându-
In such a livresque featured poetry, the quotidian seems to be made

of bibliographical references and the poet is articulated by reflections of the
books read. It is true that there are biographical echoes, but these are also

las nasul în
-mi public cândva un

i se va spune «autorul
poemelor de amor

In Levantul, a ludic-
follows the line of abundance of heterogeneous objects. The most shocking
image is that of a carnival marketplace, a textualised fair, dominated by
bookish connotations. Cornel Regman observed the manner in which, 
starting with this volume, the poet shows more interest in ebullient

Levantul, u beats every
record in conceiving an extravert poetry, that -just like the bee does with
the honeycomb- also considers the honey to fill it. The epic poem with
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adventures and contingencies that appear as if pulled right out of the sleeve
will constitute the frame for the unleashed phantasy of the poet. A phantasy
that works on two levels, one of which strictly parody, a level that
somehow activates the ingenuity of the hidden faber of the poet, with
results not very high we have to admit- (numerous imitations, attempts on
given themes, even an ambitious gloss); the other level would be intrinsic
to the condition of the poet, favouring the blooming of all the artistic gifts

The temptation of the game is very strong in the poem Levantul, an
attempt towards the baroque exercise pushed to the absurd, by eliminating
the extremely dispersed elements of the real, that, thus, make the passing to
the world of imagery quite burlesque, fantastic, yet with echoes  from

as it appears in the following stanzas:   

-
- -n pergaminturi

-ntr-
- -

The XIIth song from Levantul opens with a fastuous (in colour and
tones) presentation of the Balkan area, where the magic of the past and
temptation of the far-away is present, together with the feeling of
indolence, obviously completed with a mix of suavity and horrible fear.
This part of the poem imagines an entire world, a polychromatic,
unarticulated and fascinating one, by its oniric projection and by the frame
of perpetual oscillations between façade and essence, between reality and
delusive illusion of the poetic game.

t to
introduce the reader to the fabulous world of the Orient, a world with fluid
contours and a trepidant mechanic of its own metabolism, with an
inhomogeneous structure, with a polychromatic diversity extravagant in

-a lumilor, ot

-n
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enibaharul/
Ce Dimov într- - -n cari

-
Cuie într- -a trage-n al

Moreover, the XIIth song establishes an eloquent opposition between
the present and the future, between the concrete world and the phantasy
world, a phantasy that makes the profiles of the objects seem relative, alter
them by transforming them into magic weightlessness. The author is being
presented here while writing his epic poem, being visited by his own
characters. The station in the present is performed in a cold and freezing

u-n
degetele reci./ Gaze sînt mai mici ca unghia, ca petale de-

- -n lama-
We find here something from the typical postmodernist taste for the

recovers, in a unique ludic and parodic manner, elements and more or less
les old

literary resorts in a very virtuous and frenetic manner. The real world and
its fictional paraphrasing are mingled here, under a multitude of carnival or

the literature is assumed by means of certain language game approaches
that confer archaic charm or scent, or, on the contrary, imprint a neologistic
hue to the invented language. An extremely lively linguistic performance is
being achieved by the mingling and mutual contamination of words

-
-un

Plictisit fiind de joasa poesie-
condeier/ Rîdicînd

nu turnul Babel, ci doar tortul lui Flaubert./ Cine-
lume-
Poesiei... Doamne, Doamne,- -
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-
The epic poem Levantul stands a very complicated plot and a very

juicy language and can also be perceived as a text with multiple
metatextual valences since the poet rewrites the lines of force of the
Romanian poetry from a ludic-ironic and parodic perspective. The
stylistically dexterity of the author is amazing, just as the fully management
of certain diverse language registers. The image of the author facing the
fictional world imagined by himself, the livresque, the permanent game
among text, intertext and metatext make the poem Levantul be a poem in
which comic and parody, imitation and irony meet in order to configure a
comedy of literature rewritten in the postmodern template.

The poem Georgica a IV-a, from the volume Faruri, vitrine, fotografii
(Lights, shopwindows, photos) belongs to the typical postmodern creations,
that attempts to parodically recreate myths and cultural or literary forms. 
The parody aims at the purism of the literary genres and species, whose
structure is undermined by bookish quotations, by analysis of intertextual
allusion or by appeal to brutally actual images. This cycle of poems

to the bucolic and arcadian poetry, moreover, to the homogeneity of the

In other words, the parodic instinct of the poet is oriented towards the
certain tectonic of the imaginary classic, towards the monolithic stability of
the images, towards the conventionalism of certain procedures and the
subversive approach of a poetic manner intensely particular. Heterogeneity
and reflexive irony is preferred to clarity and harmony, thus, the image of
the reality becomes relative, of inedite dimensions, closer to the complex
phenomenology of the real. Again, we find in Georgica a IV-a, the same
mannerist distortion of reality, treating the world in a parodic tone, with
traditional hues and real imposed pieces, but also irony.

le smulge/ aparatura elecronic -

-
The poet aims to un-sanctify the poetic language and the world it

evokes. If in the poetry from the past the rural world and the peasant, as
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signifying traditional figures, were presented in a cvasiritualic, mythical

means of irony, parody and imitation. The attempt to turn against the
solemn valence of ones poetic universe is achieved by the insertion of a
denotative, strictly actual language, using terms taken from daily life and

is quite obvious: the

imprints dynamism and fluency to the poetic expression.  
There is a mutation in tone and perception in the second part of the

poem. The frivolous tone, marked by parodic and ironic hues, turns to a
grave one, touched by an acute perception of the world, life and death. The
intertextual stress is also present here since the echoes of the poetry written
by Arghezi (from De-a v- ) are clearly sensed. The poetic
language is austere, adornment-free, the line cut is severe and neat, the text
tone is mainly grave even liturgical in phrase. The paraphrase inspired from
the poetry authored by Arghezi, together with the solemn touch in which
the game of life and death is played, do not lack the irony, or the parodic

-
-

-l- of old and new, of simple
and complex universe, of solemn and parodic spirit.  

Having a heterogeneous composition and an extremely diverse
vocabulary, oscillating between grave and jolly aspects of life, Georgica a
IV-a is a poem that contains an un-sanctifying meaning, a polemic
predisposition regarding the idyllic and mythic perception of the rural
world, of the peasant and his environment. The poetic discourse is of an
extreme semantic clarity, the image conformation is precise, the tectonic of
the text is founded on an extremely eloquent game between gravity and
impulse, between solemn and ludic applied upon verb exploitation.  

Referring to the type of articulating the imagery in the poetry of
s avid, 

febrile, sees a lot and gathers the infinity of the perceived fragments that
move enigmatically, hyperbolically or microscopically as if in a plasma.
The impression of ontological mess, of fastuous congestion suggests a type
of imagination: the poet is fancies in representation out of a desire to be
realist in observation. The precision, the hyperrealist accuracy apparently
positivist in description push the details to uncertainty, to convulsive
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explosion. The final image is of a raving perception, of a misterium
tremens. The observation and description intentionally unselected are forms
that aim to recover homogeneity by plurality, by fabulous agglutination. 

Ciocnirea (The Collision) cu
finds himself again against the wool of the romantic mentality and tonality.
Love loses the solemn feature and gravity, the hieratic grace of the feeling
becomes lucid, extrovertit emotion, but also  phantasy display of informal
gestures, suggestions of the ineffable and details of the most prosaic reality. 
The initial sequence of the poem describes a communication crisis, if not a
communion one, of two human beings that live in a technical universe,
with crumbled articulations and with a predisposition -

-

-

The second sequence of the poem brings along a modification in tone,
in lyrical disposition and in image register. The poet shifts from a space of
the concrete, of the appearances, of the intolerable details to the surreal
regime, in which lines of the objects are spoiled, forms and surfaces are
mingled until annulled, distances and differences abolished. In fact, the
poet is building in a surrealist-ironic manner and using disparate elements
of the real, unified and activated by the eros, an oneiric fairy, in which
objects lose their weight and consistency and the intolerable constraint of
the space and time seize to function. A universe created in the surrealist

-am apucat,
l-am smucit pîn-

u/ turtind

presînd atît de mult stelele pe cerul violaceu,/ de amurg, dintre case/ încît

ars, ca de ful

-
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-am
- - -am

-ne buzele/ pulverizîndu-ne hainele, pieile,
amestecîndu-ne inima/ mîncîndu-
sîngele,/ ciobindu-

The third lyrical sequence brings into the foreground, after the
impetuous leap in the imaginary and miraculous oneiric domain, the
throwback in the common reality, just like the place of the dynamic, ardent
images is taken by the static, dull, still images. The erotic ecstasy is
followed by a feeling of unbeing, by a symbolic l

-
n
suave/atrocious, dynamic/static), Ciocnirea (The Collision) is a poem of
erotic crisis, a special state built out of ups and downs, of burns and ashes,
contingency and transcendence, surrealis-oniric vision and brutal
observation of the mundane reality.  

Gheorghe Grigurcu made an efficient synthesis of the most important

rebelliousness and nihilism, that are to be found in the poetic structure:
-discursive by means of interminable discourse, being anti-

sentimental by means of exhibition, being anti-calophile by means of
amazing writing subtleties, he constructs his performance upon a rigorous
freedom. His nihilism is a sparkling display, directed with accuracy, his
rebelliousness stands an intellectual alibi, and the expressive subversion he
seems to promote is the result of a language cult. It is precisely that
surprisingly mature ability to master the levers of poetry the one that allows
him the synthetic effects, especially that immense, water-fally text, figure

The poem
under the stars) is structured like a long monologue, written in an ironic
and parodic style. The décor of the poem is ambivalent, having elements of
the mundane space, with shops, gangs and streets and also with a very live
suggestion of the cosmic elements (stars, galaxies etc.) In fact, one can say
that the mirror of the motorcycle plays, among other things, a mediating
role, a passing function from one space to the other, from the terrestrial
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vitrina magazinului/ de reparat televizoare,/ din gang vine curent, sunt

-se-

Besides the theatrical-allegoric air of the poem, we can also feel an
antinomy between animated/unanimated, between real/unreal, with the
irrepressible presence of a feeling of nostalgia of the steel and rubber being

-ntreb/ ce-o

de ploaie, copacii încurcându-se- ie

the object transfixed in its space and the human being, a being able to
express and achieve its own options. The interrogation at the end of the
first lyrical sequence of the poem is exciting as it expresses the idea of
human perishness, of fragility of the human flesh as opposed to the
unanimated inert more durable mater.

If we were to consider the human being from the point of view of the
way it is built, the human being is in a disadvantage, but if we were to
approach the feeling of love, the human is privileged, love is an affective
state that confers him a special statute, an ideal physiognomy, that
generates harmony and affective equilibrium. The aspiration to love felt by
the motorcycle is actually equated to a tension towards the higher levels of
the feeling, the human sphere with its proteic universe of feelings, 

-e

vitrina asta./ mi- de plastic alb, dac-ar vrea/
- -
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The last part of the poem gets a deceptive tone, it is marked by a state

-
-

i-
-ncalece

-

asta e consolarea mea, e meseria mea, e dragostea mea.

animated and unanimated, between human and the object, the poem O
stands

as a clear proof of the postmodern lyrical means that
able to master: phantasy, irony, parody, rapid alternation of poetic spaces
and scriptic predispositions, ludic spirit and oniric register.

Poema chiuvetei (The poem of the sink)
maturity volume Totul (1985), (Everything). The Idile (Romance) consists
of love poems, in which the poet performs an ironic-ludic marked eulogy of 
the loved one. The romantic magniloquence is relative here due to the
parodic hue, the ardour of the feeling is tempered due to the restrictive
impulse of the daily logic of the imaginary. Nicolae Manolescu observes:

Poemele de amor (Love poems), the poems of the Idile
(Romance) volume is based on a superior game not only because of the
feelings, but also because of the literary forms in which they were

extravagant poetry written by Minulescu: emotional glibness, exotic toner,
references to the immediate reality of a certain environment, deliberate
incongruence, intended exhibitions, onomastic delirium. The poet uses the
most various registers to sing his love into: serious, comic, hit, Bucharest

The symbolic and allegoric drama from the poem Luce
Evening Star) written by Eminescu is also debated here in verses and
images that are un-sanctifying, in ludic and phantastic tones, in a vivid and
polychromatic language that denotes common objects, with a completely
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erased existential accent. The lyrical heroes are treated as objects with the
un-sanctifying impulse, parodic and linguistic hoax approached by the poet

all these are elements of the postmodern discourse valued by Mircea
it by un-

sanctifying the vision by immediate connection to the harmless mundane
element.  

romantic absolute. On the contrary, they are extracted from the domestic
universe. The distance between the protagonists of the lyrical script (the
yellow star and the sink) is immeasurable since the two entities belong to

-

-
subsol centrale ele -

The inflexions of faked
fairy and the oniric reflexes confer the poem a vague surrealist colour, with
indefinite form of the elements, with a broken, lent syntax of the images:

-

drama of incompatibilities and of communication.  
The erotic language is thus un-sanctified, deprived of the hues of the

sublime and rethory invested with by the romantic poets and the elements
used are, as already presented, sent to the common space of the kitchen. 

noapte se chinuia sorbind- -un tîrziu chiuveta începu
-

într-
The ending of the poem brings into the foreground the minstrel of this

fabulous postmodern fable, in which the heroes signal to the space of the
kitchen and the predisposition towards fake and comedy of the language is
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-
perdea, care v-

- m, acum am copii

little star and the kitchen sink has as presumed, an ironic and parodic
ending, in which the flee in the unreal, in the phantasy world is refused and
fulfilment in the terrestrial, common space is the only one possible.
Formally speaking, the poet explores here the resources of invocation and
exclamation, appeals to the monologue and dialogue, abrupt images and
surrealist suggestions of the nitric, but also performs a rough cutting, a firm

the ironic and parodic touch of the postmodernists.  
(A night at the opera) is, probably the most read

Levantul. The Argument, quotes a

having the infinity of time at its disposal, will eventually succeed, in some
billion years, to reproduce a sonnet written by Shakespeare. The poem
refers to the moment in which our monkey gathers all its efforts and
manages to, more or less well, perform this sonnet.

The poem is, as noticed, an intertextual journey among the phases of
the Romanian love poems. The poet uses several types of attitudes and of
stylistic registers of the imaginary in order to achieve the performance of
the enloved gestures: intertextual quotes, parody and imitation, irony touch, 
image collage,

On the other hand, the poem (A night at the opera) is
also a comedy of the erotic language, a text built from other texts, at the
junction of other texts, fed by other texts, fuelling the visionary energies
with the rhetoric of the erotic language. N. Manolescu justly underlined

depicted from here is that the poem is built by words and they somehow lay 
ve

poem is, in the same time, new, original, resulted from the recombination
of all the existent love poems.  (A night at the opera) is a
splendid programmatic poem serving this theme. There is no such thing as
a ground zero of the poetic language. Moreover, poems reflect a literary
tradition than they express feelings. On the edge, a love poem could be the
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synthesis of a certain erotic line, as a text born out of other texts, in
peaceful coexistence. A synthesis animated by parody, no less authentic

The first part of the poem ironically transcripts a juvenile erotic
discourse, in an enflamed and sparkling Labis style: -

-

-un curcubeu/ pe fiecare patiserie-
chiar

dar iat-
-

In the second part of the poem we discover a different register of the
lover, a prosaic one, of the mundane verb, with juicy, picturesque accents,
in short dialogues and abrupt wordin

-
- nevoie,/ nu-i

-am dat un omei)/
- -a

victoriei, 
- -aici!/

e?/
-n vînt

-atîta extaz pe

-

The key characters of the poem are The Poet and Monkeyboy, an
alter-ego. 
melancholy and memories, while the Monkeyboy is represented in the
other instance, a fictional one; his feelings are created by other texts, his
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ontic statute is, in fact, artistically moulded in livresque and intertextual
resonance. In the dialogue between the Monkeyboy and the Woman, we
find an abstract version of the illustrated history of the Romanian love
poetry, in an alternation of styles and tonalities that remind us of

csandri, Eminescu, Blaga, Barbu, Arghezi. By this parodic
and imitation procedure the poet recovers, in fact, explores expressiveness
and tonalities characteristic to the Romanian lyrical language. The ending
of the poem is programmatic. There is this eulogy to creation and to the
creator of permanent artistic values. Pentru artist, femeia nu-i femeie/ ci

- -

p -
rochiei izvod./ Artistul e- -

- -or muri
-called un-poetic inflexions the infusions

of the existential ugliness and hieratic grace of the love feeling, triviality
and suavity mingle in the poem (A night at the opera),
programmatic poem and, in the same time, significant for the artistic

Extremely imaginative and ironic, mannerist and using a baroque
t poetry ages, 

nevertheless remaining himself, in a speculative intercession. In the light of
the text, the eye of the theoretician hungry for paradoxes is always present
like in a suave-allegoric palimpsest. 
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